Outer Peace
\. Blemish Relief
60m = $125 - 90m = $165
Aveda’s approach to treating acne, breakouts and sensitive
skin. Extractions if desired.
Men’s Pure-Formance
60m = $125
Provides a specialised treatment for men’s unique skin
problems. Let our therapists customise a treatment for
your needs. Cleansing, exfoliating and hydrating for instant
results!
AVEDA HAND AND FEET TREATMENTS
Express Manicure
$25
Express Pedicure
$25
Deluxe Manicure
60m = $65
Aveda’s complete manicure experience, using the
luxurious hand relief products. Includes an aqua salts
exfoliation, a mask, and a hand relief massage, complete
with your choice of a large variety of OPI.
Deluxe Pedicure
60m = $65
This botanical treatment will relieve tension and stress
from one of the most used parts of your body. Including an
aqua salts exfoliation, a mask and a foot relief massage,
complete with your choice of a large variety of OPI.
SPRAY TANNING
Tuscan Tan™
Experience your first Tuscan Tan for just $29
Original Formula (develops in 8 hours) = $39
Rapid Amino Formula (develops in 90 minutes) = $40

SPL (SQUARE PULSE LIGHT)
Virtually painless hair removal, skin pigmentation removal,
collagen stimulation, acne treatments and Endermologie
treatments. The latest generation direct from France,
(different to IPL and Laser as it uses SPL). Please see our
itemised pricelists for more information.
FEMALE WAXING
Half Leg
Full Leg
Bikini
Face
Half Leg & Bikini
Full leg & Bikini
Lip
Chin

$39
$65
$24
$35
$50
$69
$10
$18

Underarm
$24
Half Arm
$26
Full Arm
$35
Bikini & Underarm $40
Eyebrow Wax
$20
Lip & Brow
7 $34
Extended bikini
$34

MEN’S WAXING
Half Leg
Full Leg
Back
Chest

$38
$60
$50
$44

Chest & Stomach
Ear
Eyebrow Wax

$60
$15
$20

Lash & Brow Tint
Brow Tint & Shape

$38
$30

LASH & BROW TINTING
Eyelash Tint
$28
Eyebrow Tint
$18

BOOKING & CANCELLATION POLICY
All bookings over 60 minutes require a credit card number,
50% cash deposit or gift certificate number to secure the
appointment. The deposit is fully refundable providing we
receive at least 24hours notice of any cancellation or
rescheduling. Wedding or group bookings require 72 hours’
notice.
SALON HOURS
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

9:00am - 5:00pm
9:00am - 6:00pm
9.00am - 6.30pm
9:00am - 9:00pm
9:00am - 7:30pm
8:00am - 5:00pm

Your Next Appointment Is:

……………………………………………………………………..
Your Stylist Is:

…………………………………………………………………..…

1246 High Street Armadale 3143
(03)95000688
www.imageatkatan.com.au
SPL HAIR REMOVAL
SKIN PIGMENTATION
TREATMENT
ENDERMOLOGIE TREATMENTS
This new French technology is the latest advance on
existing IPL & laser hair removal options, and best of all,
is VIRTUALLY PAINLESS! We also offer collagen
stimulation, acne treatment and skin pigmentation
removal. See individual brochures for more info &
prices.
FRANCE MEDICAL
France Medical is the only company in the world with SPL
flash technology that makes the difference to IPL.
Image At Katan are proud to be the exclusive operators
for the Armadale/Malvern area.
CREATIVE CUTS
Senior Hair Cut
Female
$89
Student $69
Male
$59
Student $54
Children 1-5 yr $34 6-7 yr $39 8-12 yr
$44
*Children charged at student rates evenings (after 6pm) &
Saturdays
Principle Hair Cut
Female
$99
Student $79
Male
$64
Student $59
Director Hair Cut
Female
$125
Student $85
Male
$65
Student $55
BLOW WAVE OR GHD STYLING
*After colour blow waves receive $10 off
*Blow wave then styled with GHD’s Additional $15
Stylist or Senior
Short Hair
$45
Medium Hair $55
Long Hair
$65

GHD Styling Lesson 60m
$85
Purchase a GHD on the day to receive a 10% discount
UP DO’S & FORMAL STYLING
starting from $130 please call up for a consultation or trial
to organise your appointment. Booking in advance is
essential. For weddings and large bookings we require a
50% deposit.

A

MAKEUP APPLICATION
Application (including skin preparation) 50m $70
Lesson (including skin preparation)
60m $105
BOTANICAL THERAPY TREATMENTS
For Your Hair
30m = $40 - 60m = $80
Moisture treatment improves dry hair up to 86%* with the
power of Buriti & Pomegranate oils, leaving strands soft,
silky and shiny.
Repair treatment improves damaged hair up to 84%* with
the power of Quinoa protein and Sugar Beet-derived amino
acid, leaving strands strong, supple and healthy looking.
For Your Scalp
Pramasana Scalp balance treatment
-Balances and cleanses the scalp, perfect for anyone with
any scalp concerns i.e dryness, oiliness, red/irritated.
-Simultaneously purifies and nourishes the scalp when
massaged in, helping create the foundation for beautiful
hair. Leaves the scalp feeling invigorated and refreshed.
-Promotes detoxification and purification of the scalp with
massage, while essential nutrients help nourish the scalp
and hair. Deluxe treatment features a nourishing scalp
masque-conditioning treatment to purify and nourish th
scalp. With powerful ingredients; Seaweed extract helps to
balance and control sebum levels, Lactobacillus helps
preserve the scalp’s protective barrier and Tamanu oil, an
anti-oxidant helps to soothe the scalp and protect it from
pollution and other free radicals.
Express Pramasana Treatment

30m

$40

Deluxe Pramasana Treatment

45m

$75

*add on a hair masque for an additional $20Express
Treatment is a 3 step system (prep, cleanse and moisturise)
Deluxe is a 4 step system (prep, cleanse, moisturise and
nourish with a cooling masque for scalp)

Scalp detox treatment deep cleanses, featuring a refreshing
massage with Wintergreen-derived Salicylic acid that gently
exfoliates your scalp and removes build-up that may affect
healthy hair.
Keratin Relaxing Treatment (Nano)
ranges from $350 - $450
It can release the curls up to 70% on chemically treated hair &
up to 50% on virgin hair. Keratin retexturing treatment does
not damage or dry the hair.
COLOUR SERVICE
Semi-Permanent or Tints

From $80 - $120

Hairline Tint

From $57

On Scalp Bleach

From $80 - $120

Bleach Bath

From $50

Toner with Colour Service

From $42

Balayage

From $89- $250

Principle Colourist *Additional $15 per treatment
Up to 5 foils

$62

¼ Head Approx. 25 foils

$93

½ Head Approx. 45 foils

$131 - $145

¾ Head Approx. 65 foils

$145

Full head Approx. 90 foils

$174

Packed Full Approx. 140 foils

$214

Micro foils (super fine) additional 50% surcharge
*If you require further foils it is an extra $1 per foil
Principle Colourist *Additional $20 per treatment
Tint + 1-5 foils
Tint + ¼ Head foils
Tint + ½ Head foils
Tint + ¾ Head foils
Tint + Full Head foils

$104
$135
$155
$175
$200

CREATIVE COLOUR SERVICE
Combination of Balayage/Ombre/Highlights
¼ Head
From $99
½ Head
From $169
Full Head
From $249
Colour Melt Toners
From $50
*Toners up to discretion of colourist to finish creative colour
service

AVEDA MASSAGE
Elemental Nature (Swedish)
30m = $60 - 60m = $90 - 90m = $125
A customised massage experience based upon the Aveda
Elemental Nature Philosophy & your choice of aroma.
Depending upon your needs, a variety of massage
techniques will be utilised.
Stress Fix
60m = $110 - 90m = $140
The Stress Fix Body Massage utilizes the power of essential
oils, Swedish massage, deep tissue massage and pressure
points to help you recover from the negative effects of
stress. This treatment incorporates the Stress Fix Aroma
Blend including lavender and frankincense, clinically proven
to relieve feelings of stress.
AVEDA FACIAL TREATMENTS
Elemental Nature
30m = $70 - 60m = $110 - 90m = $150
Using Aveda’s Ayurvedic philosophy, experience a facial
based on your skin’s specific needs, our therapists will
customise a treatment just for you, with specific refiners
and masks used for instant results.
Botanical Kinetics Resurfacing
30m = $80 - 60m = $125 - 90m = $165
Aveda’s botanical alternative to microdermabrasion reveals
a truly radiant complexion without the irritation or redness.
Outer Peace Blemish Relief
60m = $125 – 90m = $165
Aveda’s approach to treating acne, breakouts and sensitive
skin. Soothes and calms skin immediately looks less red and
irritated. Using Outer Peace range Infused with powerful
plants-tamanu, amla, boswellia and saw palmetto.
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NATURAL FACELIFT, BODY SCULPTING AND CELLULITE
REMOVAL
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REMOVAL

Endermologie is the science of cell stimulation developed by LPG. It
reactivates deep dormant cellular activity by mechanically stimulating the skin
(Mѐcano-Stimulation), which is painless and non-invasive. It is effective for
localised fat, sagging skin, cellulite, excess fatty tissue, improved circulation,
re-sculpted body, increased collagen and elastin production and firmer skin.
FRANCE MEDICAL
France Medical is the supplier of all our other technologies and they are now
working with LPG to bring you this amazing technology. Image At Katan are
proud to be the exclusive operators for the Armadale/Malvern area.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Endermologie reactivates cellular activity by mechanically stimulating your
skin (Mѐcano-Stimulation) using a pleasant and non-aggressive technique.
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Equipped with Rolls (rollers) or Lifts (flaps), the treatment heads gently grasp
the skin tissue and target different areas of the body and face using the 100%
natural Mѐcano-Stimulation technique.
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Endermologie can be used to treat different skin areas with a very wide range
of applications.
WHAT IS MЀCANO-STIMULATION?
Mѐcano-Stimulation is an action principle that is recognised and proven by the
scientific community. Mechanical stimulation on the surface of the skin sends
a signal deep down to the cells (fat cells and fibroblasts) to provoke a
physiological response (activation of collagen and elastin production or
activation of lipolysis).
THE PROCESS
An initial assessment of a client’s condition will determine the likely number
of treatments necessary to achieve the result they desire.
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treatments are evenly spaced apart, until the desired result is achieved.
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Face
Prestige Facial 1.25hrs
1hr Facial
45min Facial
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15min Express Facial

$
$
$
$
$
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Body
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$ 35 .00

LPG Body Suit LPG Facial Accessories -
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PRINCIPLE OF PULSED LIGHT… HOW IT WORKS?
The Firmness or ‘bounce’ of the skin is determined by the protein collagen,
found in large quantity in the dermis.
The collagen is stimulated by cells called fibroblasts which start to
decrease when we reach 35, explaining the formation of lines and
wrinkles.
Our controlled heating process of the dermis and the light emitted by the
W▶O75 will lead to contraction of the current collagen and will stimulate
the natural fibroblast cells.
The skin becomes firmer and bouncier, the texture of the skin will regain
its natural radiance with results visible in the first month of the treatment
plan.
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PEACE OF MIND
You are in good hands… a total of 12 stages of security measures guarantees
a purely professional treatment. The W▶O75 Collagen stimulation device
adheres to the strictest regulations and has been certified with the Medical
CE Certified in Europe as well as TGA registered. Your beautician is supported
by the medical team behind program W▶O75 … treating you in complete
confidence.
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THE PROCESS
The W▶O75 collagen stimulation process begins with a patch test and a
consultation. We generally wait for 24-48 hours to ensure there is no
reaction (if no test on our other machines has been done) before beginning
treatments.
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ZONE TREATED
Facial Up
$ 80.00
Facial Down
$ 80.00
Full Facial
$149.00
Neck
$129.00
Décolletage
$149.00
Face, Neck, Décolletage $349.00
Hands
$120.00
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ZONE TREATED
$ 576.00
$ 576.00
$ 1,072.80
$ 928.80
$ 1,072.80
$ 2,512.80
$ 864.00

DON’T FORGET TO ASK ABOUT OUR MONTHLY
SPECIALS!

Please note: Any pigment in the skin from spray/fake tans and
make-up will mean the treatment cannot go ahead. You must
wait for 2 weeks after having a spray/fake tan before having
treatments. Tattoos must be covered during treatments (we take
care of this). Sun sensitive medications are an issue, making your
skin much more sensitive; treatment cannot go ahead whilst you
are taking the medication.
If you have any further enquiries, please discuss them with your
beauty therapist in your initial consultation.
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Forget all about sun and age damages thanks to the P▶O75 technology.
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spots) and other kind of localised hyperpigmentation of your skin.
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The heat of melanin by the light produced by the P▶O75 device will
destroy it. The result of this melanin degradation is then resorbed by the
macrophages cells (white blood cells that engulf and digest cellular debris
and foreign substances).
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PEACE OF MIND
You are in good hands; a total of 12 stages of security measures guarantee
a purely professional treatment. The P▶O75 skin pigmentation device
adheres to the strictest regulations and has been certified with the
Medical CE Certification in Europe as well as TGA registered. Your
beautician is supported by the medical team behind program P▶O75
treating you in complete confidence.
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THE PROCESS
The P▶O75 skin pigmentation process begins with a patch test and a
consultation. We generally wait for 24-48 hours to ensure there is no
reaction (if no test on our other machines has been done) before
beginning treatments.
NOTE: It is recommended that you would require a minimum of 2 and up
to 3 sessions to obtain the best result.
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Forehead
Nose & Lower Face
Full Facial
Décolletage
Hands
Face, Décolletage, Hands
Half Arm
Full Arm
Half Upper Bac

$ 65.00
$ 90.00
$149.00
$130.00
$ 85.00
$350.00
$165.00
$295.00
$295.00
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DON’T FORGET TO ASK ABOUT OUR MONTHLY
SPECIALS!
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Please note: Any pigment in the skin from spray/fake tans and
make-up will mean the treatment cannot go ahead. You must
wait for 2 weeks after having a spray/fake tan before having
treatments. Tattoos must be covered during treatments (we take
care of this). Sun sensitive medications are an issue, making your
skin much more sensitive; treatment cannot go ahead whilst you
are taking the medication.
If you have any further enquiries, please discuss them with your
beauty therapist in your initial consultation.
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SPL (Square Pulse Light) is the latest generation technology from France.
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Just a few sessions are required to reduce skin lesions. Forget all about
acne and recover a unified and lifted skin in a couple of months.
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FRANCE MEDICAL
France Medical is the only company in the world with SPL flash technology
that makes the difference to IPL. Image At Katan is proud to be the
exclusive operator for the Armadale/Malvern area.
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The E▶Clean is a cutting edge IPL device dedicated to the treatment of
inflammatory and retentional acnes for adults and teenagers. It has been
designed to be used on skin phototype I (fair) to IV (olive skin,
Asian/Mediterranean/Middle Eastern skin types) and is recommended for
acne grade I to V on Burton Scale.
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Adults suffering from acne have to take and examination before to target
the origin of the acne before to be treated with Intense Pulsed Light.
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PEACE OF MIND
You are in good hands… a total of 12 stages of security measures
guarantees a purely professional treatment. The E▶Clean device adheres to
the strictest regulations and has been certified with the Medical CE
Certification in Europe as well as TGA registered. Your beautician is
supported by the medical team behind program E▶Clean treating you in
complete confidence.
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THE PROCESS
The E▶Clean acne treatment process begins with a patch test and a
consultation. We generally wait for 24-48 hours to ensure there is no
reaction (if no test on our other machines has been done) before
beginning treatments.
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NOTE: It is recommended that you would require 4 weekly sessions
(additional treatments can be necessary depending on the lesions).
Clients will have to wear a 30+ SPF sunscreen to protect the skin from the
sun during and 3 weeks after the treatment protocol.
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Full Facial
Forehead
Lower Face
Shoulders
Chest
Jawline

$ 150.0
$ 60.00
$ 110.00
$ 250.00
$ 210.00
$ 60.00

Individual Spots

$30.00

$ 480.00
$ 192.00
$ 352.00
$ 800.00
$ 672.00
$ 192.00
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Please note: Any pigment in the skin from spray/fake tans and
make-up will mean the treatment cannot go ahead. You must
wait for 2 weeks after having a spray/fake tan before having
treatments. Tattoos must be covered during treatments (we take
care of this). Sun sensitive medications are an issue, making your
skin much more sensitive; treatment cannot go ahead whilst you
are taking the medication.
If you have any further enquiries, please discuss them with your
beauty therapist in your initial consultation.
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